
January 18, 2011
Prof. Nina‐Marie ListerProfessional Advisor, ARC International Design Competition JuryRyerson UniversityToronto, ONCanadaRe: ARC DESIGN COMPETITION JURY REPORT / Recommendation of HNTB+MVVA
Dear Professor Lister,Pursuant to our deliberations as part of the ARC International Wildlife CrossingInfrastructure Design Competition, we are writing to confirm our unanimousrecommendation that the project / team led by HNTB with MVVA be selected as thewinning scheme.Following our visit to the site, our review of the five finalist projects and, ourdiscussions on site in Vail, we are pleased to reiterate our commitment to theproject. We feel that the proposed ecological integration, transportationimprovement, and educational value of the Vail wildlife crossing structure justifythe efforts of the ARC team and the competition process. The topic is an importantone for wildlife conservation, highway safety, and design culture, deserving ofinternational as well as national attention. Equally, it promises to be significantlocally, and across the region. We collectively remain committed to its realization, asone prototypical installation of what could be an infrastructural series of similarwildlife crossing structures.Our deliberations regarding the competition entries responded to and weremotivated by a dual mandate. On the one hand, we were charged with identifying aparticular and specific design proposal, one that offered a practical and directsolution to the problem at hand through design. On the other hand, we were equallycommitted to identifying a team capable of delivering the proposed project both intechnical capacity and seasoned experience. We were seeking a design solution thatrepresented a robust synthesis of knowledge across a range of disciplines fromlandscape ecology to transportation engineering. We were looking for a team with asense of suitability and fit for the particular challenges of the Vail site; a teamequally capable of making a national or international argument on behalf of thistype of landscape infrastructure.



We brought to our work a collective appetite for solutions that were direct, clear-sighted, and daring. Equally, we were compelled by deep knowledge of theecological and infrastructural possibilities of a large civil engineering project. Wewere motivated by the belief that good design can be simple, and that design iscapable of shedding light on the most complex of challenges.We were favorably impressed with all five of the finalist projects. Among ourimpressions of the five finalists, we were collectively struck by three things:* The quality and innovation of design proposals submitted by finalistteams.* The thoroughness of research into the problem and the potential forprototypical solutions.* The potential impact and historic importance of proposals for thepractices of landscape architecture, ecology, and engineering.In examining each of the five finalists’ projects, we became convinced that each hadstrengths; but one had transcended the others.The project / team directed by HNTB+MVVA was unanimously identified as themost elegant and compelling solution. Their proposal was at once simple andstraightforward, while embodying the complexity and contradictions inherent in thecompetition brief.The HNTB+MVVA proposal makes use of known technology as well as constructiontechniques that are well established. These techniques are ordered in such a way asto service an overriding concern for the construction of wildlife crossings thatwould bear little trace of the structure below. In this regard, the HNTB+MVVAproposal combined brilliantly an overarching focus on wildlife habitat, behavior,and viability with a practical intelligence regarding the making of such a work ofinfrastructure.The scheme marries well a simple elegance with a brute force. Iteffectively recasts ordinary materials and methods of construction into a potentiallytranscendent work of design. In this regard it gives us confidence that it could becredibly imagined as a regional infrastructure across the inter‐mountain west.



Ultimately, one juror summed up our collective thoughts most fully:“The winning proposal by HNTB+MVVA is not only eminentlypossible; it has the capacity to transform what we think of aspossible.”
[signed]Dr. Anthony ClevengerSenior Research Scientist, Western Transportation InstituteMontana State UniversityCharles WaldheimJohn E. Irving Professor and Chair of Landscape ArchitectureHarvard University Graduate School of DesignJane WernickDirectorJane Wernick Associates Ltd., LondonWilliam L. WithuhnCurator Emeritus, Technology & Transportation HistorySmithsonian InstitutionJane WolffAssociate Professor and Program Director of Landscape ArchitectureUniversity of Toronto


